
UNIT DESCRIPTION

Manufacturer Cantieri Navali “Perini Navi S.p.a.”

Quick works type Round with centreboard

Construction material Steel

Super structure construction meterial Aluminum

Construction year 2000

Overall length (Loa) 49,80 mt

Waterline length (Lwl) 40,33 mt

Width 11,41 mt

Maximum draught 8,25 mt

Displacement (T) 460 t

Transmission Driveshaft

Flag Isle of Man



SAIL PROPULSION
The uniti is ketch-rigged with main and mizzen mast equipped with boom and the following
sails:

Main mast 311 m2

Mizzen mast 151 m2

Modello: 434 m2

Staysail 114 m2

Fisherman: 236 m2

Totale sail square 1.246 m2

ALBERATURA
The masts made in light and high resistance alloy (aluminum alloy), have an elliptical section
with internal reinforcements and ducts and stand on the main deck relieving their pressure
on a specific base and on the appropriate structure of the unit.
The main mast length is of 48,6 m, and is provided with two shrouds and n.6 pairs of
spreaders, with angles that can be adjusted by using rigging screws.
Lights are installed on the spreaders to allow main deck and mast lighting.
The leading head of the sail is located on the same level of the upper shroud structure.
Main mast is provided with: mainsail turnbuckle and rewinder, sheets, halyards, sails, and n.2
manual winches Antal 52 ST.
Halyards can be used with an electric winch Antal MAXI 240.421/B installed infront of the
mast. Mizzen mast has a lenght of 32,40 m, and is provided with two shrouds and n.4 pairs of
spreaders with angles that can be adjusted by using riggin screws.

MACHINERY

N. engines 2

Manufacturer: DEUTZ

Model: TBD 616 V12

Fuel: Diesel
Engine type (inboard, outboard, inboard
and outboard) Inboard

Number of cylinders per engine 12

Engine construction year 1998

Cylinder cubic capacity 26.270

Tender engine power (KW) 720

Stroke (mm) 147

Bore (mm) 125
Revolutions per minute (rpm) 2500
Number of hours of motion (h) right 14.633,5 – left 14.259,6



TRASMISSION

Transmission takes place via two axis lines interconnected to a pair of gearboxes ZF, model
ZF, model BU 251 GGL, with transmission cycle ratio con rapporto di riduzione equal to
4.792:1

LAYOUT



LOCATION

Shipyard: SNO YACHT - Olbia

Siting (water/dry): dry

MAINTENANCE

INTERVENTIONS FOR CLASS RENEWAL

- Propeller shafts removal, linearity check, non-destructive testing for integrity check, axis
check – trough-hull and supports (replacement if necessary)
- Bow thruster check
- Chains and anchor check
- Winches and stern mooring winches check
- Planking thickness gauge mapping
- Mast removal and reinstallation for structural integrity check of the main mast, mizzen mast
and boom
- Rigging check, in particular of splices, consolidation plugs, link plates and tensioners
- Removal and reinstallation of keel for structural integrity check
- Removal and reinstallation of rudder blade with replacement of axle and functional test of
rudder machinery
- Bottom and Upper works sandblasting, planking integrity check, painting, and antifouling
treatment and relative certificate
- Zinc replacement and hotplates polishing
- Firefighting system certificate renewal and replacement of fire extinguishers
- Fire detection system “smoke test”
- Bilge and firefighting pumps revision
- Compressed air system revision
- Electric system isolation test
- Vcc electric system check and revision including battery charger check and converter
isolation transformer
- Megger test
- MM.PP ordinary and extraordinary maintenance
- Aux generator (n.3) ordinary and extraordinary maintenance
- Emergency generator ordinary and extraordinary maintenance
- Tanks complete check (damages, corrosions, leakage tests, etc.) (clear water tanks, black
water macerator, pump, fuel oil tank, etc.)
- All security equipment renewal and check



MALFUNCTIONS AND FUNCTIONAL MAINTENANCE

- aux generator components oxidation
- presence of cooling liquid mixed with water in bilge next to two aux generators

(cooling system leak), suspect of a leak in the heat exchanger
- bilge generator oil leak
- general presence of dirt and oxidation in bilge
- oxidation on MM.PP and relative collection injection circuit
- Main engine turbines oxidation
- MM.PP silent block oxidation
- Rust and oxidation on axis and mechanical seals
- Oxidation and deterioration over the pumps of units plants
- Traces of oxidation on pipes and mating flanges in engine room
- Inverters oxidation
- Phoenix charger partially dismantled
- Stern technical room pipes and flanges oxidation
- General presence of dirt and oxidation in stern bilge technical room
- Racor water-diesel separator filter leak
- Hull gangway hydraulic system leaks
- Hydraulic system leaks in hydraulic unit of hull door
- Wheelhouse motion hydraulic system leaks
- Mainsail oxidized and partially dismantled
- Wheelhouse pistons oil leaks
- Bow technical area plant components oxidized
- Emergency generator ordinary and extraordinary maintenance – presence of

oxidation and leaks
- Bow technical area sea water pumps oxidized
- Bow technical area sail movement system damaged, oxidized, and partially

dismantled
- Engine bow thruster ordinary and extraordinary maintenance – general oxidation
- Clear water system pumps oxidized
- Flanges and metallic components of water marker oxidized
- Firefighting seawater pump oxidized
- Black water pump leakage



INTERIORS

As a result of our verifications the following dysfunctions and necessary maintenance
interventions have been detected:

- furniture wood degraded (scratches, dents, fading, etc.) as a consequence of lack of
maintenance

- interior furniture dividers damaged
- Parquet coating damaged (mainly in passageways, crew areas and bathrooms)
- Bulkhead wood damaged mainly in passageways (hallways and stairs) or where

objects have been removed
- Windows and hatchway wood faded and with rotten spots due to infiltrations
More damages and rotten spots due to infiltrations can be found in the following areas:
- Bar: Fly deck access wood faded, detached, and degraded with rotten spots;

watertight damaged, seals and glass of bulkhead degraded and the metallic parts
show presence of oxidation and rust

- Distribution filter of main deck bar and kitchen: hallway and floor leakage (underneath
icemaker) with fading and wood detachment including presence of rotten spots.

- Main deck kitchen: leakage damages on floor including fading and detachment of
wood underneath fridges, sinks, and dishwasher.

- Wheelhouse left access door: wood needs treatment, presence of salts, oxidation, and
rust on metallic parts. Door coating swelling and detachment. Stairs wood damaged.

- Wheelhouse area: windshield mast left and right walls leakage; drippings on
dashboard; coating and seals detached underneath windshield

- Some ceilings coverings are detached in several areas (living room, wheelhouse, cracks
next to downlights)

- Fading and scratches: socket outlets and plates, finishing parts, furniture small parts,
handles, bars, furniture base, bathroom taps and fittings, etc.

- Bridge sittings worn by use and age
- Appliances check. TV panel in cockpit damaged
- Security and firefighting equipment renewal and replacement where necessary:

lifebuoys missing in cockpit, lifesaving appliances expired (06/2015), extinguishers
expired (06/2015), medical equipment expired.

- External cushions, in fabric and leatherette, stained, moldy, worn, damaged and
stained upholstery

- Latches, handles, carriage guides doors and drawers, and all small parts of doors and
shutters to be checked for damages, oxidation and if needed must be replaced. The
windows of the glass door of the bar are scratched by sliding malfunction

- Square access from cockpit door latches damaged and must be replaced
- Left door lock replaced



EXTERIOR
Polishing of all superstructure deck steels: general fading, oxidation, etc.

- Oxidation with paint detachment and presence of rust on metal sheets of internal part
of freeboard and bow storage, also relative equipment needs extraordinary
maintenance

- Bow storage seals result dry and worn, hinges are damaged and do not allow perfect
watertight closure

- Main deck metal sheets of access to gangway damaged
- Mast damaged with structure grouting
- Teak sanding and treatment. Presence of excrement stains, wrinkles and dark parts.

Lagging damaged and/or detached
- Stains, faded parts, damages of some buttons of the sun cover of the external

windshield; wipers need maintenance and wiper rubber parts need replacement
- Dry ropes
- Scuppers and drains need cleaning and unclogging
- Tender: Laser hull without appendices or endowments, Novurania raft dirty, deflated,

stained, lights damaged, oxidation in several areas, stern mirror structure damaged,
chipped helix and rudder, nose cone for fixing of helix missing, engine cover cap
damaged, outboard engine and dashboard equipment must be revised (engine oil
leak), fire extinguisher replacement, electric check needed, replacement of zincs,
replacement of zincs, fiberglass water cap broken

- Seals damaged

AESTHETICAL/FUNCTIONAL ANOMALIES AND/OR RELATED RESTORATION
WORK

- Watertight doors, hatchways, and metal bearings: presence of paint detachment
- Doors and external furniture: scratches, damages, dents, faded parts, rotten parts due

to lack of maintenance, disuse, preservation conditions, ect.
- Main deck hand toprail: general deterioration of finishing and rotten spots
- The whole unit needs deep cleaning
- Bar counter unsewn and detached parts of the coconut stamp
- Main deck external bathroom parquet floor faded
- Paintings of Main and Lower deck have been removed
- Small table in living room has been removed
- Bar entertainment equipment removed and the furniture is damaged
- Lamps and furnishings in living room removed from all small tables
- Hole on granite counter due to removed equipment from main deck kitchen
- Wheelhouse: wooden panel above door removed, equipment present on corner desk

removed, n.1 screen removed, n.1 screen detached
- Kitchen main deck: damages and dents underneath window and detachment of

window sealings
- Painting detachment next to spotlights
- Stains on all mirrors borders


